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Introduction
With the advent of the web and more recently the Java programming language, the potential for distributed agent applications is exploding. To further this movement, several groups have developed mobile agent systems in the Java Programming language for many different target applications. Some basic requirements for an agent environment are:
• The ability to distribute agent entities throughout the network.
• Support for different types of communication among • Measures to ensure safe operations by the agents and the agent environment. Meeting security requirements is fundamental to successful deployment of mobile agent systems [1] . Fully mobile agents compound security issues [2] . A major concern in the deployment of these systems is the ability to prevent illicit operations by any of the distributed entities. The concerns here may be better understood by listing some potential sources of illicit or unwanted operations: 1. Agent corruption during agent storage. A secure repository for the agents is required to ensure that agents are not corrupted while in storage. 2. Corruption during agent transfer. The transfer of an agent must be secured and sources verified to ensure that the agent is not corrupted in transit. It is vital to ensure the integrity and privacy of the agent and the information it may carry. 3. Communication interception and corruption. In a system of distributed agents, communication between agents located at different nodes must be secured to ensure that: -sender and receiver are allowed to communicate, -message transfers may not be easily deciphered by a third party and -the message transfers between the parties are not modified. 4 . Corruption or damage to host resources. Agents must be restricted from access to resources on the host. The concern here is unauthorized, potentially harmful access or changes to host resources. Table 1 . Comparison of some of the better known Java-based mobile agent packages.
Mobile Agent Communication Environments
CORBA and Java's RMI are commonly used for interagent communication in a number of environments. These techniques are useful in that they abstract away the communication interface to object exchange and remote method invocation. A local method call may have the arguments serialized and transferred to a remote target class where the call is executed. Any objects returned from the remote method are serialized and returned to the entity which remotely invoked the method. CORBA is designed to work across many computer-programming languages. This makes CORBA especially useful in large enterprise applications where there is a need to interconnect applications written in different languages. It has become an effective way of integrating new client-server developments with legacy applications. In a multi-agent system, this feature may prove useful to interface with packages or modules written in languages other than Java. Essentially CORBA can serve as a bridge for these cases.
To provide this common communication substrate across many programming environments, CORBA uses Object Management Group's Interface Definition Language to provide a common interface for communication. Although IDL provides "the best standard notation language available for defining component boundaries" [23] , the disadvantage of this approach is the significant level of overhead required to map IDL constructs into programming.
RMI is a Java-only solution for inter-object communication. 
Mobile Agents and Security
With the advent of Java and the extensive use of Intranets and the Internet, the possibilities of widespread use of distributed applications have come into focus. Mobile agent technologies offer developers the advantage of building applications that may be distributed across the network using high levels of abstraction. Although many advantages of mobile agents have been offered, the overriding advantage of their deployment is the ability to balance network and processing load among nodes in a network. Essentially, the mobile agent may be sent to the node where the resources with which it needs to deal are located. By so doing, local communication rates between the agent and its required resources increase, while overall network traffic decreases. Mobile agents may also migrate to nodes that offer more processing resources for performing a task.
In terms of Security requirements, mobile agent environments are problematic. The push to use agent mobility entails having autonomous agents that can roam a network, from computer-to-computer based upon an itinerary generated by the agent, modulated by what the agent senses and its prescribed goals. To allow free agent movement requires a high level of trust as to the legitimacy of the host and mobile agent as well as the integrity and confidentiality of the network connections for agent communication and transport. These are all challenging research issues.
Developers and researchers have taken a variety of approaches to security of mobile agent environments. In recognition of the need to bolster security facilities for the Aglet environment for instance, Karjoth et. al. have suggested a security model which defines an authorization language specifying the principals within an Aglet system and the responsibilities of each of them within the system [11] . The model also defines how the agents might migrate and access local resources, providing a means for handling agent privileges and local preferences. This work does not define the infrastructure for distribution of the security information nor does it address the problem of protection of the internal state of Aglets. In the management of Intranet resources, an approach has been proposed in the form of a role-based access control system for Intranet security [12] . In this case, network objects, humans users as well as all network resources, are given unique identities, permissions, properties and access control lists. Local role manager agents handle validating an object's identity and deriving permissions for accessing resources. Although this work is focussed on access to resources by Intranet users rather than a solution for the Mobile agents environment, it appears that the relation of an agent to other agents and network resources can form a fundamental framework for provisioning access to only those resources required for operation. The approach taken for security implementation within ACDE follows along the lines of role-based access to resources.
Authentication verifies that messages really come from their stated source. There are a number of authentication protocols or frameworks [13] . Chess describes an itinerant agent framework to support mobile computing [14] . Digital signing of itinerant agents as the sole security means has been suggested to have serious limitations [15] . In cases where mobile agents roam widely, the identity of the author or the owner of the signed agent may be unknown. For widely roaming agents, a high level of trust would be required by the operator of a network node when a foreign mobile agent would like to use resources. In this case, the author or the owner of the agent may be unknown. The operator needs to have more information about the source of the agent, the benefits that will accrue to the operator from the agent's operation, knowledge of the agent's role, and the full extent of resources the agent will require. Agent authentication using the details of the role of an agent could help provide some level of trust in the agent. Authentication and cryptography in general, however, is problematic. There are questions of scalability, especially when considering the level of verification required (valid digital certificate, public key validity, certificate not expired, certificate not revoked), the lack of interoperability and the difficulty of managing many certificates and keys. [16] . One suggestion for a scalable and open security solution, presented by Hsu and Seymour, uses short-lived certificates [17] . Their approach would provide benefits to Intranets where there is a great deal of Proceedings of the 32nd Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences -1999 control over both client and server. It is not apparent how this technique may be directly applied to mobile agents.
Security policies for mobile agents, i.e. information regarding movement of an agent, resource access and communication history are important areas of research [18] . Problems of security with mobile agents are outlined in various papers contained in [19] . Some key issues are protection from damage or overuse of the network or host resources, protection of private information contained in either the host or mobile agent and protection from damage of either the agent or host code [20] .
System Overview
The system presented in this paper was designed to target the development of distributed, agent-based, security applications in the area of Network Management. Secured access to wireless local area networks is the first application of this system [21] . For many network management applications, mobile, multi-hop agents are not necessary. Indeed, it has been argued by many [22] that the key benefit of agent mobility is dynamic resource usage or load balancing for distributed applications. For network management applications, agent mobility provides a means for populating a network with required agents for the distributed system. Appropriate design and location selection of agent systems and agents reduces the load on network and host resources within a target network. Single-hop agents, that is agents that can only move from a secure agent repository to a target execution environment, increase the level of trust in the agent and agent system since the agent has not followed a complicated itinerary and it is coming from a trusted source. The goals in the development of the agent distribution and communication environment described in this paper are: 
Block Diagram
The ACDE deploys Agent Daemons throughout the network to provide an environment at network nodes to which agents may be dispatched. Agent Daemons provide resource allocation based on agent authentication, the agent requirements and authority. Figure 1 When an agent wishes to publish an object, it must negotiate with the communication manager for available resources. The communication manager determines whether or not the agent is authorized to use communication resources from a trusted server. The trusted server contains reference information about the agent and the agent system(s) with which it is associated. Among that information is a list of the types and targets of interactions the agent is allowed to make. This technique provides more fine grain control over communication permissions that those offered by Security Manager extensions.
Communication
Distributed Agent systems have entities operating at different network nodes. To operate in an ensemble they must be able to communicate with each other. One goal with this agent distribution system is for an easy-to-use, versatile, yet lightweight communication infrastructure.
Java RMI (supported within JavaSoft's Development Kit (JDK) Ver. 
Security Management
Single-hop agents provide a straightforward way of distributing agents to nodes within the network. This eases Proceedings of the 32nd Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences -1999 some of the security requirements from the distribution point of view. Agents are only served from one secure host, rather than moving between many host computers as with other mobile agent systems. In such systems there is greater potential for agent alteration by hostile hosts or by other entities during agent transmission. With ACDE, agents may pass state information to other agents and authorized agents may destroy or deploy other agents. This process is intended for populating a network with an agent system or for dynamic load balancing, i.e. load balancing for an agent system while in operation. Although this technique may be used to provide the effect of node-tonode mobility, it is intentionally less convenient than with truly mobile agent systems. Essentially it offers a reasonable compromise in terms of lowering security risks while at the same time providing agent mobility functions.
Within web browsers, Java's sandbox approach to browser security management places severe limits on access to host and network resources for untrusted applets. The sandbox restrictions may be relaxed through the use of digitally signed code [27] . When classes are created, they are signed with a digital certificate based upon the author of the class and the contents of the class. Successful authentication of delivered classes assures first of all that a class has not been modified during transfer. Second, systems can be configured to allow different levels of privileges depending on the author of the class.
ACDE uses code signing for all agents. This assures that the classes received are the same as the classes at the agent archive server. Rather than allowing the signed agent immediate access to resources, the Agent Daemon authenticates the identity and role of the Agent through interchanges with a trusted server. This approach authenticates the agent as a bona fide member of an agent system that has permission to operate within the network. The interchanges with the trusted server also provide an added level of assurance against agent corruption and provide a means for restricting or relaxing agent operations on the basis of agent role. When agents and agent systems are created, their names, roles, required resources, relationships between agents and agent systems, and lifetimes of agent systems are stored in a secure database within the trusted server. A developer uses a Security Management program to interact with the Security Server in the creation of these entries within this database. The database also relates agent names to the communication relationships with other agents, Agent Daemon services, and network services. A full description of the role-based security provisions of ACDE is the subject of a future paper. Figure 2 schematically illustrates the Security Server while Figure 3 illustrates the use of one-hop agents in ACDE. Figure 2 . Trusted Authentication server for ACDE.
The Security Server provides two functions: 1) generation of ANSI X9.17 keys for authenticated agents and users and 2) management of a log of security events. Data Encryption Standard (DES) is the basis for encryption used by the Security Server. Although 56 bit encryption keys are considered weak by today's standards [13] , DES provides reasonable software implementation speeds and adequate protection against attacks from individuals or organizations other than those with massive resources. In cases where a higher level of security is required (e.g. financial transactions) triple DES (112 bit effective key length) may be used within the present framework. The process of Agent Daemon and agent authentication, and agent resource negotiation proceeds as follows: 1. Whenever a user starts an Agent Daemon, its digital signature is checked through interchanges with the trusted server. A user name, password authentication exchange permits an Agent Daemon to access agents stored in a protected area of a web server and to act as a trusted entity 
Applet in Client Browser
Security Server for authentication exchanges with the Trusted Server on behalf of deployed agents. This process not only provides some assurance that an authenticated user has started the Agent Daemon, but also that its version is correct. 2. Through a remote method invocation, the Agent Daemon loads agents from the agent storage area. The Agent Daemon's class loader loads the agent as a signed class. Even though the agent' digital signature has been verified, it is still not yet considered by the Agent Daemon to be trusted. Using Java's Security Manager mechanism, the agent is not allowed access to resources, other than communication with the Agent Daemon security and communication managers until step 3 is completed. Figure  4 depicts the process of digitally signing the agent and receiving a signed agent within the Agent Daemon.
3. The Agent Daemon interacts with the Trusted Server to authenticate the agent as a member of an agent system scheduled for network deployment. The agent name is passed in plain text, the hash value derived from the Agent certificate provides a simple means for securing a channel for exchanging key information. This technique protects the shared DES key during start up of an agent or agent system. Agent security information and agent system information is exchanged using a key generated for the session by the Trusted server. Figure 5 depicts typical agent authentication interactions.
4. The Agent Daemon and the trusted server perform a nonce exchange periodically to ensure the validity of certificates for agents running at the Agent Daemon node [13] .
5. If the agent has authority to publish classes for communication, it must negotiate with the Agent Daemon for allocation of communication resources for this purpose immediately. If the Agent does not do so, the Agent Daemon kills the Agent and adds a security violation to the event log.
The Trusted Server monitors, time stamps and logs a number of different events including:
1. Successful and failed attempts of access to the security database.
2. Breaches within the agent daemon security manager. For instance, the Agent Daemon notifies the Trusted Server if an agent attempts to overstep its bounds in terms of host or network resources, or contact with other entities.
3. Creation and destruction agents. The system administrator is notified whenever any of several settable trigger events occurs. For instance, if there is a repeated authentication failure for an Agent trying to operate at an Agent Daemon, the Trusted Server sends a message to the system administrator by email. As well, subsequent requests from the source address for further authentication are rejected until the system administrator investigates. These events typically would be evidence of a brute force attack on the agent system.
Distributed Directory
A distributed agent directory service provides a means for locating agents without requiring a centralized naming or directory server. X.500 Directory services can provide a versatile, distributed directory service for this purpose, providing services for security, search, requesting, administration, access controls and replication. ACDE is intended for use within subnetworks consisting of several hundred nodes whereas X.500 directory services are intended for larger enterprise applications. The complex APIs for implementing X.500 directories are out of keeping with the lightweight philosophy behind ACDE. The service deployed in ACDE uses multicast events to update authorized naming service users of changes in agents resident at any Agent Daemon. Using this information, an agent may determine the physical configuration of agents within a sub-network and inform other agents of their counterparts within agent systems for communication purposes. Figure 6 illustrates one operation of the distributed directory service when deployed from an agent operating as an applet within a web browser. Within some web browsers, an applet is restricted from opening a multicast socket. A remote method invocation between the client agent applet and a multicast reflector service of the Agent Daemon, residing at the node of the web server that served the applet, effectively provides the multicast service. The reflector service generates a multicast message and uses a callback mechanism, making the Agent Daemons deliver each of their respective portions of the distributed directory to the client agent. The operation is similar for agents residing at agent daemons, except that the multicast reflector service is not required. Authorized agents access the distributed directory and other Agent Daemon services to facilitate the deployment of agent systems. These Agent System Deployment Agents are also authorized to use the information within the security database concerning the agent system to deploy agents and make the necessary agent introductions for communication purposes in the process of building a target agent system. At the same time, agent-monitoring tools may use the directory to monitor agent locations and communication activities.
The simple scheme used in the distributed directory service for ACDE is not meant to replace the potential benefits of an X.500 directory service. The intention is to have an easy-to-use, lightweight directory service. Although IP Multicast provides an efficient means for transmitting information to a group, it does not guarantee packets will be reliably and sequentially delivered to all group members. Several approaches have been suggested for increasing IP Multicast reliability [28] . Although in the current deployment of ACDE IP Multicast has not been an issue due perhaps to small size of Multicast messages (single packet) and light network load, this issue is one that will require careful testing.
Agent Monitoring and Control
The communication issue is a prominent one in the Mobile Agent computing environments. For multiple agents to negotiate, share or allocate tasks, make arrangements, etc. they must communicate. While vital for agents to do their tasks, agent systems with many intercommunicating agents can be very difficult to build without appropriate tools to monitor communications. The Agent Daemon of the ACDE monitors agent communications through a monitoring class within the class library used by ACDE agents. An authorized agent or applet may remotely set environment settings within agents causing them to queue information exchanges they have with other entities. An authorized agent may also inspect the internal methods of the published agent class to determine communication details. Figure 7 shows a screen shot of an agent distribution and monitoring client. The applet lists: 1. The agents available for distribution from the agent repository (bottom left box of Figure 7 ), in this case, located at the 132.246.128.180 address.
2. The Internet Protocol addresses of the Agent Daemons (top right box of Figure 7 ). These addresses are updated automatically as Agent Daemons are started and stopped using the distributed directory infrastructure.
3. The selected published classes and their assigned communication ports resident at any Agent Daemon (large box on the upper right side of Figure 7 ). The items in this list are also updated automatically using the distributed directory.
The applet also provides a text area to display messages resulting from ACDE operations. Whenever a user selects an agent daemon IP address the applet lists the agents resident at the chosen node and the communication ports and names assigned to published classes of the agent. By selecting an agent daemon node and an agent, then clicking on the "Send to Daemon" button, the agent will be sent to the target Agent Daemon from the agent repository.
When an Agent Daemon and an agent are selected and the user presses the "Details" button, a window similar to the one shown in Figure 8 appears. When the user selects a "Published Class" within the agent, the text area at the lower left of the window displays the list of methods and the attributes of those methods and the associated variables. A list at the right of the window displays methods that may be remotely invoked within the agent from the monitoring applet. This feature, implemented using Java's Reflection class is useful for testing or debugging purposes. 
Conclusions
This paper presents a system for securely distributing intercommunicating agents. Although there are several prototype and release versions of mobile agent packages written in the Java programming language available, these packages offer far more than required in terms of agent mobility to provide the agent distribution function, low security provisions and poor provisions for monitoring of agent communications. The approach taken with ACDE is Designed for security applications in Network Management, this agent distribution and communication environment uses single hop agents. Although this technique reduces an agent's ability to roam, it simplifies security implementation and for most applications while still providing the ability to move an agent to a target node and control its execution. The system provides a mechanism for agent authentication and for authorized agent access to various network and computing resources, on the basis of the roles of agents within an agent system.
To summarize agent instantiation, an agent may be instantiated by an Agent Daemon only if:
The system is currently undergoing further development and refinement while new security applications of intelligent agents in the network management area are being developed. Until now the agent systems developed for the system include only a low number of agents (ten at most). Although initial results are promising in terms of the level of performance for these small, network management agent systems we are developing, further testing is needed to assess the scalability of the communication and security measures.
